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Nomad Brush Introduces Nomad Compose Single Tip Stylus & Father’s Day 
Promotion Giving Digital Art Creators of All Levels More Flexibility and 

Customization in Choosing Their Preferred Stylus 

 
 
PORTLAND, OR – June 5, 2012 – Today, Nomad Brush announces the introduction of the Nomad 
Compose Single Tip paintbrush stylus, giving customers more flexibility and choice by taking the 
highly popular and award-winning Nomad Compose Dual Tip and offering the first-of-its-kind stylus tip 
at a great price point of just $26. Because of the unique interchangeable design of the Nomad 
Compose, digital artists of all levels will be able to choose additional tips as they become available 
from Nomad Brush.  
 
The Nomad Compose Single Tip comes in both short and long tip versions -- the short brush tip is 0.4" 
long the long brush tip is 0.7” long. The brush tips are made of a blend of natural and synthetic fibers 
designed to never scratch the screen. The Nomad Compose Single Tip also comes with the newly 
released Nomad Brush Carrying Case, which provides excellent protection and storage for the stylus, 
with capacity for three additional stylus tips. The Nomad Compose Single Tip is available now at 
www.nomadbrush.com. 
 
In addition, as a special Father’s Day promotion, Nomad Brush is offering its entire line of Nomad 
Compose brushes (the Nomad Compose Dual Tip and the new Nomad Compose Single Tip) in a 
Special Edition Cobalt Blue. The stunning Cobalt Blue styluses are available until the end of June or 
until supplies run out. As a special promotion for Father’s Day, free USPS First Class Shipping is 
available within the US on the entire line of Nomad Compose brushes until June 15th.   
 
The Nomad Compose line is hand-crafted using precision milled aluminum parts and is well-balanced 
for comfortable digital art execution. The complete line of Nomad Compose brushes works on all 
capacitive iPad, iPhone, Android and other touchscreen devices using any digital art app, such as 
ArtRage, Brushes, Art Set, Auryn Ink, and Zen Brush. The Nomad Brush products differ from other 
iPad styluses because they are extremely responsive and look and feel like traditional paintbrushes, 
giving artists a natural way to connect to their touchscreen device for digital art creation.  
 
“Our customers were asking for a single tip brush option that they could use today and add additional 
tips to their collection in the future, and we are delivering,” said Don Lee, Nomad Brush inventor and 
CEO. “The interest in digital painting, sketching, and drawing is encouraging a growing collection of 
Nomad Brush products for professional, novice, and younger artists of all skills and interests.”  
 
About Nomad Brush  
Founded in 2011 and based in Portland, Ore., Nomad Brush invented the first paintbrush stylus for 
digital screens. The company is dedicated to inspiring and facilitating artists to create in their daily 
lives, wherever they are, with brushes for both large and small touchscreen devices, such as the iPad 
and iPhone. Nomad Brush is active in the art community by hosting, sponsoring and facilitating digital 
painting and design competitions and workshops. More information on Nomad Brush is online at 
www.NomadBrush.com, on Twitter @nomadbrush or on Facebook at 
http://www.facebook.com/nomadbrush. 
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